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Abstract� There has recently been growing interest in valence 

and emotion sensing using a variety of signals. Text, as a 
communication channel, gathers a substantial amount of interest 
for recognizing its underlying sentiment (valence or polarity), 
affect or emotion (e.g. happy, sadness).We consider recognizing 
the valence of a sentence as a prior task to emotion sensing. In 
this paper, we discuss our approach to classify sentences in terms 
of emotional valence. Our supervised Algorithm performs 
syntactic and semantic analysis for feature extraction. Our 
Algorithm processes the interactions between words in sentences 
using dependency parse trees, and it can identify the current 
polarity of named-entities based on the- fly topic modeling. We 
compared the performance of three rule-based approaches and 
two supervised approaches (i.e. Naive Bayes and Maximum 
Entropy).We trained our Algorithm using the NLTK and Python 
3.5.2 for affective text dataset, which contains news headlines 
extracted from news websites.   

Index Terms� Sentiment Analysis, Dependency tree, Named 
Entities. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
   In the recent years, emotion and sentiment analysis research 
has become a highly active field due to the increased necessity 
to recognize emotions, sentiments, opinions or affects 
conveyed through text. The possible applications which might 
benefit from recognizing affective information acquired from 
text. Our algorithm concentrates on sentence level emotion 
polarity recognition (i.e. positive or negative), which we 
consider as a prior task to emotion recognition. The dataset is 
composed of news headlines which were extracted from news 
websites (e.g. Google News, CNN). Headlines typically 
contain several words and are often written with the intention 
to provoke emotions to attract the attention from the readers. 
These characteristics of headlines make them suitable to use in 
emotion recognition and polarity classification tasks. The 
specific challenge is the small number of words available for 
the analysis. Although, there is a general intuition that all 
words can potentially convey affective meaning [1], the 
coverage of available lexical resources [2] falls short for 
annotating words in headlines. The coverage limitation is 
actually expected for headlines because of the small number 
of words [17]. 

proper nouns may have more influence than others to overall 
sentiment polarity, in this case, North Korea dominates other 
sentiment bearing words in the headline and it becomes the 
main influence on the polarity. The sentiment conveyed by 
proper nouns evolves by time and current events (e.g. natural 
or man-made disasters, economic developments, political 
developments). For example, Japan usually evokes positive 
sentiments on people but if there is a recent disaster, such as 
an earthquake or nuclear disaster, it evokes negative 
sentiments. The proper nouns in sentences can be identified by 
any standard named entity recognizers which can recognize 
location, person and organization entities. The real difficulty is 
deciding the current sentiment polarity of the recognized 
named entities [11]. We addressed this problem in our system 
which is discussed in the Approach section.  
   In sentiment polarity recognition, a sentence might contain 
positive or negative polarity words, but a sentence does not 
necessarily have the same polarity as a whole. To take into 
account the interactions between words instead of handling the 
words independently, our system implements dependency 
parsing and some linguistics rules, such as polarity reversal. 
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